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The particular
HOLIDAY IN OBERTAUERN



Tradition &
alpine lifestyle

Enjoyment for
all the senses

DAS KOHLMAYR ****S unites 

casual luxury, 54 charming 

rooms and exclusive suites, 

sincere Salzburg hospitality, 

regional palate-pleasers of the 

finest, an excellent wine cellar, 

in-house ski rentals, a 600 m² 

personal SPA & wellness area 

with a variety of saunas, oases 

of relaxation, indoor pool,

massage, shiatsu and cosme-

tics raised to perfection, here 

at 1.700 m above sea level 

amid the imposing mountain 

world of Obertauern, with 

direct access to the ski area.

DAS KOHLMAYR ****S has left its mark 

on Obertauern since 1963, having been 

one of the top addresses in this town 

from the very beginning. Our interior 

design captivates with freshly interpreted 

Alpine lifestyle and contemporary

architecture, along with boundless love 

for detail. All of the rooms and suites 

have been renovated and modernized.
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„Eating is a 
basic need,
enjoying food 
is an art.“
François VI. Duc de La Rochefoucauld

„



In the cozy setting of our restaurant and 

lounge, you will be able to get your day off 

to a healthy and nutritious start with the 

help of a lavish organic breakfast buffet.

Later in the afternoon when your energy 

levels are depleted, our skiers‘ snacks are 

guaranteed to recharge your batteries. And 

in the evening, you will be able to give your 

taste buds the treat they deserve thanks to 

our 5-course dinner menu.

Give your palate a special experience in 

our stylish Genuss Lounge or in our newly 

built Seekarspitz and Zehnerkar restaurant 

areas. Enjoy the view, lean back as you sip 

on a good glass of wine, a freshly tap-

ped beer or fine distilled spirits, savoring 

each and every moment of the delectable 

experience. Regardless of the restaurant 

area you choose, one thing is assured: the 

unobstructed sight of Obertauern‘s snowy 

mountain world.

Gourmet
meets regional 
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Enjoyment for all the senses!

Culinary delights with an

unforgettable paroramic view.
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Das 
Genusswerk

In front of the hotel, 

Das Genusswerk greets 

you with its unique Sun 

Lounge. Here, you can 

soak up some sunshine 

and lose yourself in 

daydreams. The 

breathtaking views of 

the Tauern peaks are 

always memorable! And 

there is no shortage 

of culinary highlights 

either.
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A popular place for meeting people 

and enjoying the ambience.
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Double rooms
Junior, Classic, Plus, 
Studio
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The charm and warmth of our double 

rooms, the absolute classics, goes beyond 

your every expectation. We offer them in 

the categories Junior, Classic, Plus and

Studio. If you are traveling with a close 

companion, one of our „Junior“ double 

rooms will be the best choice for you – 

though these can also be used by single 

travelers or guests accompanying

families, but who also want to enjoy their 

own private sphere. An extraordinary blend 

of charming tradition and upscale hotel 

comforts awaits you!
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Double
rooms

Double room Plus
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Double room Studio
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Junior Suites „Starlight“ & 
„Plus“

Our Junior Suites „Starlight“, some of 

which also feature a balcony, as well as our 

Junior Suites „Starlight Plus“ make holiday 

dreams come true for 2 to 4 people: In 

addition to a heavenly holiday feeling, they 

are all south-facing and have been 

redesigned as well as modernized.

 Junior Suite 
 Starlight
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Panorama Suite
with fantastic view

Panorama Suites

In our luxurious Panorama

Suites, you will not merely

reside „on top“, but actually 

„over the top“ of Obertauern! 

Our Panorama Suites for

2 to 4 people captivate thanks 

to superb comfort in a

stylish-yet-casual Alpine 

ambience on around 40 m², 

simultaneously treating you 

to unique panoramic scenery. 

Enjoy the unobstructed views 

thanks to broad picture-

windows!
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Family Suites

Parents and children find their own perso-

nal realm in one of our modernized Family 

Suites. Our comfortable suites accommo-

date 2 to 6 people. Adjacent single and 

double rooms, accessible by means of a 

connecting door, also make it possible to 

retreat into your own private domain.

Family 
Suite
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The new pride and joy of our hotel is the Superior

Lifestyle Suite. It provides you with an extraordinary 

lifestyle setting for your stay with us. On 76 m², flanked 

by spacious picture-windows, not only will you discover 

exclusive sleeping and living spaces, but also your own 

sauna with infrared cabin.

Superior
Lifestyle Suite
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Superior 
Lifestyle Suite

TOP OF THE LINE
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Cosy atmosphere...
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The well-beeing
WELLNESS FOR YOUR WINTER HOLIDAY



Relaxation for
all the senses

Allow yourself to be pampered and 

permit yourself moments of comple-

te happiness. Awaiting you in your 

room is a spa bag filled with a selec-

tion of everything you could wish for 

including soft spa robes, towels as 

well as comfy slippers.

Throughout our child-free wellness 

facilities, you will discover what pure 

relaxation can mean. The ideal place 

to recharge your empty batteries. 

A retreat where you can rediscover 

your inner self. Our Panorama Sauna 

with outdoor area and spacious 

quiet zone, warming waterbeds and 

hanging chairs promises total hap-

piness. But also awaiting your whole 

family are the indoor pool, different 

saunas, a steam bath, hot tub as 

well as a crushed-ice dispenser.

Our cozy recliners invite 

you to stretch out in your 

plush spa robe and

listen to the gentle 

crackle of the fire. Treat 

yourself to the pure joy 

of something special 

and enjoy one of our

irresistible treatment 

offers including

massages, shiatsu and 

beauty programs.
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In an atmosphere of

stillness and silence with 

cosy waterbeds.
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child-free relaxation zones

Tea & juice bar



Panorama sauna with outoor 

area and a unique view of the 

snowy peaks.
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The mountains
HOLIDAY IN OBERTAUERN, AUSTRIA´S TOP SKI AREA

In snowy Obertauern, 

nothing stands in the 

way of skiing enjoyment 

for the whole family! 

You are certain to be

excited by the ideal

piste conditions from 

the end of November 

and all winter long 

until late April thanks, in 

large part, to the alpine 

elevations, with around 

100 km of slopes to 

choose from in total. 

Modern chairlifts and 

gondolas as well as 

high-tech slope mainte-

nance machinery all do 

their bit to add to this 

thoroughly attractive 

offer.
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Unlimited freedom
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SKI TOUR EXPERIENCE

UP TO 2.313 METRES
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26 modern 
cable cars

more than 
100 km 
ski slopes
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Horse-drawn sleigh ride at the Gnadenalm

Holiday in it́ s most exclusive form...
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Holiday enjoyment with the whole family
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For day and night lovers
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Das Kohlmayr **** Superior

Ringstraße 5, 5562 Obertauern 

Phone +43 (0) 6456 7272

info@daskohlmayr.at

www.daskohlmayr.at


